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Rembrandt’s move from his hometown of Leiden to Ams-

terdam in the winter months of 1631 marked a new

phase in his life, not only personally but also artistically.

His primary motivation in moving to the Dutch metropolis was

to attract a new circle of patrons for his work as quickly as possi-

ble. He succeeded by painting powerful and psychologically sub-

tle portraits for the wealthy Amsterdam merchants, and by

developing an innovative approach to depicting biblical and

mythological themes. During this early Amsterdam period he

also continued to produce historical paintings in a smaller for-

mat that were clearly influenced by his former teacher Pieter

Lastman (1583–1633). In addition, from c. 1632 onwards, there

appears an increasing number of life-size historical figures,

placed in the immediate foreground. Such imposing figures are

not encountered in his earlier Leiden oeuvre. Through new ways

of distributing light and shadow, as in the Man in Oriental Dress

(the so-called Noble Slav) dated 1632 (New York, The Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art; fig. 1),1 Rembrandt also enhanced the

impression of the physical presence and monumental effect of

his figures. This applies as well to the group of life-size repre-
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sentations of goddesses and heroines from antiquity that Rem-

brandt painted between 1633 and 1635. The group of paintings

consists of the Bellona of 1633 (New York, The Metropolitan

Museum of Art; fig. 2), two depictions of Flora of 1634 (St Peters-

burg, Hermitage; fig 3) and 1635 (London, National Gallery; fig

4) and the Artemisia of 1634 in the Prado, Madrid (fig. 5).2 Out-

standing among these superb paintings is the Minerva, signed

and dated by Rembrandt in 1635 and the subject of the present

essay. After the recent cleaning, which confirms the excellent

condition of the painting, Rembrandt’s goddess shines once

again in her original glory. (Compare figs. 7 and 8)

The painting depicts the splendidly dressed young goddess

Minerva with her long blond hair falling over her shoulders.

Seated at a table, she looks up, her head slightly turned to the

left as if she were distracted from her studies by someone

approaching from beyond the pictorial space. Her right hand

rests on the arm of the chair while the left hand lies on an open

folio placed on the table before her (see fig. 9) Her fingers seem

to mark a passage at the end of the page, which she was appar-

ently reading before the distraction. A thick carpet decorated

with bold patterns of brown, russet and gold covers the table.

Minerva is wearing a wide-sleeved grey-blue garment with a

high-wasted bodice and a light grey skirt. At the neckline and

the wrist a shirt decorated with delicate cross-stitches is visible.

Over her shoulders lies a heavy cloak of shimmering gold-bro-

cade, forming a striking contrast to the cool grey and blue tones

of the dress. The cloak is fur-lined and held together at the front

with an elaborate gold clasp. Under the cloak lies a white and

blue scarf with fringes, while a knotted blue sash encircles her

waist. She wears a string of pearls and large pear-shaped

eardrops. She is crowned with a laurel wreath. In the right

background additional books are casually arranged beside a

globe. The assemblage of items includes a golden helmet

placed on a draped piece of green fabric and a metal-tipped,

wooden spear. Propped against a column on the rear wall is a

grey shield bearing the head of Medusa in relief. Together with

the spear and helmet, it is this last attribute that specifically

identifies the protagonist as the Greek goddess Pallas Athena,

or Minerva in Latin.

For an extended period of time, this important painting was

one of Rembrandt’s lesser-known works. At some point in the

early 18th century, the painting entered the collection of The

Earl of Somerville in Scotland. There it remained in the posses-

sion of the Somerville heirs, apparently unnoticed by connois-
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Fig. 3 Rembrandt, Flora, 1634, canvas, 124.7 x 100.4 cm, St. Peters-
burg, The Hermitage Museum (Corpus A93)

Fig. 4 Rembrandt, Flora, 1635, canvas, 123.5 x 97.5 cm, London,
National Gallery (Corpus A112) 



seurs and amateurs alike, for perhaps as long as two centuries.

Rembrandt’s Minerva re-surfaced at Christie’s, London, in 1924,

shortly after the death of Louisa Harriet Somerville (1835–1923),

the daughter of Kenelm Lord Somerville (1787–1864).3 Since that

sale the painting has been in several distinguished European

private collections. Yet even when, for example, the Swedish

industrialist and entrepreneur, Axel L. Wenner-Gren (1881–1961)

lent the picture to the great Rembrandt exhibition in Amsterdam

in 1956, it received relatively little attention. And although it was

on long-term loan from 1988 to 2000 to the Bridgestone Museum

in Tokyo, it was virtually unknown to the Western world. In 2000

the Japanese owner lent the painting to the exhibition Greek

Gods and Heroes in the Age of Rubens and Rembrandt, which was

organized by the National Museum in Athens. It was eminently

appropriate that Rembrandt’s Athena should be shown in the

Greek capital that continues to bear her name. The Minerva

then traveled to Dordrecht where it was studied more closely by

the Western art world. Unfortunately, the painting was still cov-

ered with a thick layer of discolored varnish. Now at last after

cleaning, the wonderful brushwork and extraordinary colors

chosen by this great Dutch master can be appreciated in full.

(figs. 7, 8 and 9)

In 1925 Wilhelm Valentiner introduced the painting to the

art historical literature. He pointed out certain obvious similari-

ties between Rembrandt’s Minerva and his etching of the so-

called Great Jewish Bride from the same year (fig. 16). For Valen-

tiner both figures exhibit a certain theatrical element in that

they both appear “to have just descended from the stage.”4

Although Valentiner accepted the Minerva as by Rembrandt,

other scholars did not decisively confirm the autograph nature

of the painting. In 1953 Van Gelder tentatively suggested a col-

laboration between Rembrandt and his pupil Ferdinand Bol, a

theory that was adopted three years later by Sumowski.5 Müller

Hofstede, on the other hand, had no reservations accepting the
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Fig. 5 Rembrandt, Artemisia, 1634, Madrid, Prado, canvas, 142 x 153 cm (Corpus A94)



full attribution to Rembrandt.6 In 1968 Gerson voiced doubts of a

more general nature, but without having seen the original.7

More recent surveys of Rembrandt’s work either failed to con-

sider the painting (Schwartz in 1984) or mentioned it briefly

without further comment (Tümpel in 1986).8

The painting’s authenticity was more extensively addressed

in the third volume of A Corpus of Rembrandt Paintings, which

appeared in 1989. Notwithstanding the dense layer of yellow var-

nish then obscuring the surface, the team determined that the

underlying condition of the painting was generally good, and

there could be no doubt as to its authenticity.9 This judgement

was based on various technical as well as stylistic observations.

One of the facts that confirmed the painting’s authenticity was

its very reliable signature: Rembrandt. f. /1635 placed in the left

background in thick dark-brown paint (fig. 6). In an assessment

of Rembrandt’s signatures of the period, the inscription on the

Minerva was singled out by the writers of the Corpus as a typical

specimen, closely comparable to those on other autograph paint-

ings by the master such as his Ganymede of 1635 (Dresden,

Gemäldegalerie Alte Meister) and his Standard Bearer of 1636

(Paris, Private Collection). Finally, the signature was tested dur-

ing the recent cleaning and was found to be sound as well as

integral to the painted surface.10

A surprising and very interesting fact came to light during

the investigation undertaken by the members of the Corpus: it

was discovered that the canvas support on which the Minerva

was painted is directly linked to other works by Rembrandt and

his workshop in the years 1635–1636. The canvas was found to

have the same structure and identical weaving fault as the Bel-

shazzar’s Feast of c. 1635 (London, National Gallery; fig. 10) and

a workshop version of Abraham’s Sacrifice (Munich, Alte

Pinakothek) dated 1636.11 From this it can be deduced that the

canvas of all three paintings was taken from the same bolt of

linen. 

The secure attribution to Rembrandt was not based merely

on such “technical” evidence but was also determined on stylis-

tic grounds. As the authors of the Corpus rightly pointed out, the

painting fits in very well stylistically with the group of almost

life-size mythological and historical female figures of the years

1633–1635. These works reveal Rembrandt’s increased interest

in strong three-dimensional effects with a convincing rendition

of depth and texture. He achieved this spatial illusion by dramat-

ic contrasts of light and shade, modelling and illuminating the

essentially static figures, and by exploiting a range of contrast-

ing textures as well as opposing cool and warm tonalities.

Evidence of this new direction can already be perceived as

early as 1632 in the Man in Oriental Dress in New York (fig. 1),

where warm golden browns are juxtaposed with cooler greys.12

As stated above, it was only after his move to Amsterdam in late

1631 that Rembrandt first tried his hand at producing these mon-

umental life-size figures in fanciful attire, a formula that his Lei-

den compatriot Jan Lievens (1607–1674) had famously explored

in the 1620s. Nonetheless, Rembrandt can be credited with

developing a variation on this theme, featuring three-quarter

length goddesses or historical heroines who are splendidly

attired in exotic costumes. His first effort at this type of single-

figured, nearly life-size history painting was the Bellona of 1633

(fig. 2).13 This somewhat intimidating figure of the war goddess,

which exhibits certain weaknesses in handling and execution,

prompted the authors of the Corpus to describe this work as

“only a first step” in Rembrandt’s strive for stronger, three-

dimensional effects.14 These shortcomings are further demon-

strated by comparison to the Minerva. In a much more convinc-

ing manner Rembrandt here manages to convey a more con-

centrated light falling from the left to set off the figure against

the dark background, thereby producing a much clearer illu-

sion of depth. The formula was again utilized successfully in the

two paintings of the flower goddess Flora from  1634 and 1635

(fig. 3 and 4)15 A much firmer brushstroke and a more subdued

use of cool greys and warmer tints accompany this strong

chiaroscuro effect. More striking, however, is the similarity of

the Minerva to the Artemisia of 1634 (Madrid, Prado; fig. 5).16

These two paintings share many of the same compositional

elements, basically showing a woman in lost profile seated at

a table. In both depictions the figure of the blond woman
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Fig. 6 Rembrandt, Minerva in her Study, 1635, New York, Otto Nau-
mann, Ltd. (Corpus A114). Detail of signature
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Fig. 7 Rembrandt, Minerva in her Study, 1635, New York, Otto Naumann, Ltd. (Corpus A114). During restoration
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Fig. 8 Rembrandt, Minerva in her Study, 1635, New York, Otto Naumann, Ltd. (Corpus A114). After restoration
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Fig. 9 Rembrandt, Minerva in her Study, 1635, New York, Otto Naumann, Ltd, (Corpus A114). Detail



exudes a static, almost statuesque quality, even though she is

dramatically lit against the dark background. The two paintings

also share a subtle color scheme featuring creams and greys,

rendered with a relatively bold handling of paint. A characteris-

tic feature of Rembrandt’s paintings of this period is the intense-

ly illuminated foreground. The objects and figures in close prox-

imity to the picture plane are richly textured and highly detailed

in specific areas, while most of the shaded background is ren-

dered in cursory, almost translucent brush strokes.17 This sum-

mary treatment of the background is also found in comparable

areas of the Seated Scholar in Prague of 1634 (fig. 11), a painting

that is extremely close in scale, conception and execution to the

Minerva.18 The strong lighting effects and remarkably varied

manner of painting so evident in both the Minerva and Artemisia

are again perceived in the life-size figures wearing exotic cos-

tumes in Belshazzar’s Feast of c. 1635 (fig. 10).19 Other shared

aspects include dramatically cast shadows, the lively treatment

of the gold embroidery of the cloak and the convincing rendition

of the fur lining. The way in which this fur is painted, in dry

curving brushstrokes, is virtually identical in both paintings, as

is the formation of the pearls in rapid swirls with vivid, white

highlights. Taking into account the sophisticated and refined

orchestration of the stylistic features of the Minerva, which is

typical for other works of around the same period, there can be

little question but to agree with the Corpus that this is a “wholly

autograph work from 1635” by Rembrandt.20

After the submission of the positive verdict of the Rem-

brandt Research Project the painting has generally been accept-

ed as autograph. The opinion of Van Gelder and Sumowski, that

Rembrandt’s pupil Ferdinand Bol collaborated in painting the

Minerva, was probably inspired by the existence of a signed

drawing which faithfully but mechanically copies the composi-

tion (Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum; fig. 12).21 However, this pro-

posed collaboration with Bol is impossible, not only because of

the homogeneous style of the painting but also because it is

known from documents that Bol did not come to work with Rem-

brandt until the early months of 1636.22 While Bol’s proposed

participation in the Minerva can be dismissed, his authorship of

the drawn copy is possible. Bol’s signature on the drawing is

undoubtedly a later annotation, but there is no reason to insist

that it is not by him. By Bol or not, the drawing is one of numer-

ous copies made in 1636 and 1637 after authentic paintings by
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Fig. 10 Rembrandt, Belshazzar’s Feast, c. 1635, canvas, 167 x 209 cm, London, National Gallery 
(Corpus A110)



the master. Comparable, though more skilfully drawn copies

attributed to Bol were also made after Rembrandt’s London

Flora of 1635 and the privately owned Standard Bearer of 1636.23

This activity accords well with contemporary workshop practice,

where pupils executed drawn and painted copies after the works

of the master. According to Rembrandt’s handwritten note on the

back of a drawing from c. 1636, he sold painted copies of the

Flora, Abraham’s Sacrifice and the Standard Bearer which had

been executed by Bol and two fellow pupils.24 As the Corpus has

rightly pointed out, the relatively clumsy execution of the drawn

copy of the Minerva is “just as one might expect from a newcom-

er” like Bol.25

In Greek religion and mythology, Pallas Athena was one of

the most important of the twelve great Olympian deities, and she

plays a prominent role in Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey.26 According

to myth, Athena sprang fully matured and armed from the head

of Zeus her father after Hephaestus split it open on Mount Olym-

pus. It is told that Zeus swallowed his pregnant wife, the

Titaness Metis (meaning wisdom), so that she would not bear a

child stronger than its father. Athena is described as a deity with

diverse functions and attributes. Perhaps her most conspicuous

role was that of a goddess of war, the female counterpart of Ares

(Mars). However, unlike Mars and Bellona, she was not known

to have a bellicose nature, nor did she bear arms except when

she supported her favorite heroes on the battlefield or when her

country was threatened or attacked. Her ingenuity led to victory,

and thus she became the goddess of Victory in War. Paradoxical-

ly, she was also regarded as the goddess of Peace. Her strategy

led to the end of wars, and she was noted for her compassion and

generosity. Over time she became more generally regarded as

the goddess of wisdom. This aspect of her nature is often sym-

bolized by the owl, which may or may not accompany her. In

addition she was the patroness of the arts and skilled crafts in

times of peace, especially spinning and weaving. Rembrandt’s

contemporary, the famous Spanish painter Diego Velázquez

(1599–1660), included Minerva in the background of his so-

called Las Hilanderas (The Spinners; Madrid, Prado) which

relates the story of the expert weaver Arachne who dared to

challenge Minerva in her capacity as the goddess of weaving.
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Fig. 11 Rembrandt, Seated Scholar, 1634, canvas, 145 x 134.9 cm,
Prague, Národní Galerie (Corpus A95)

Fig. 12 Attributed to Ferdinand Bol (1616 – 1680), Minerva in her
Study, drawing, 257 x 202 mm, Amsterdam, Rijksprentenkabinet
(inv. no. 1975:85) 



The rich apparel in Rembrandt’s painting was of course very

fitting for such a noble goddess, but it could equally apply to

Minerva’s role as the patroness of textiles and embroidery. In the

beginning of the Iliad she is described as follows: “. . . And with

them went Athena of the flashing eyes, wearing her splendid

cloak, the unfading everlasting aegis, from which a hundred tas-

sels flutter, all beautifully made, each worth a hundred head of

cattle” (Book II of the Iliad). This mythical garment, or aegis, a

goatskin with tassels, is not depicted by Rembrandt but is usual-

ly alluded to in art as a scaled breastplate bearing the head of

Medusa fringed with snakes. In Book V of the Iliad, Homer paints

a very poetic picture of Minerva, stating that she normally wore

a dress she embroidered herself and that she took up arms only

very reluctantly:

Meanwhile, on her Father’s threshold, Athena, Daugh-

ter of aegis-bearing Zeus, shed her soft embroidered

robe, which she had made with her own hands, put on a

tunic in its place, and equipped herself for the lamenta-

ble work of war with the arms of Zeus, the Cloud Com-

peller. She threw round her shoulders the formidable

tasseled aegis, which is beset at every point with Fear,

and carries Strife and Force and the cold nightmare of

Pursuit within it, and also the ghastly image of a Gor-

gon’s head, the grim and redoubtable emblem of aegis-

bearing Zeus. On her head she put her golden helmet,

with its four plates and double crest, adorned with fight-

ing men of a hundred towns. Then she stepped into the

flaming chariot, gripping the huge long spear with

which she breaks the noble warriors’ ranks when she,

the almighty Father’s child, is roused to anger. 

In Medieval times the appearance of Minerva had changed

somewhat, although it continued to be based on classical

sources. Albricus (around 1200) in his Liber ymaginum deorum

describes the goddess as:

. . . depicted by the poets as a ruler armed with a leather

cuirass and with a sword, her head crowned with leaves

covered by her crested helmet. She had a lance in her

right hand and a crystal shield in her left with the terri-

ble serpent head of the Gorgon [Medusa]. She also had

flashing eyes. She wore a cloak of three different col-

ors, namely gold, purple and sky blue.27

Albricus’s descriptions of the attributes of the gods served as the

main source for Boccaccio’s Genealogia deorum, which would

become the most important mythography consulted by Renais-

sance artists.28 Boccaccio’s work in turn was the basis for a refer-

ence work published by the Flemish painter, art historian and

chronicler of artists’ lives Karel van Mander (1548–1606) who

wrote in his Depiction of Figures, of 1604: “. . . in which it is

shown how the heathens depicted and differentiated their gods”;

the author assures the reader that his text will be of “great use to

ingenious painters and poets to accoutre their personages.”29

According to Van Mander “Pallas . . . had the golden helmet,

encircled by a branch of olive: she had three garments of differ-

ent colors, namely purple, blue and white, on which were

embroidered Greek letters and various virtues.”30 Certainly Rem-

brandt was familiar with Van Mander’s moralizing version of

Ovid’s famous Metamorphoses, wherein the author provides a

description of the goddess. By including the shiny golden hel-

met, Rembrandt probably recalled Van Mander’s reference to

Minerva’s “sparkling golden helmet,”31 even though he placed it

in relative darkness in the background. 

By the time Van Mander’s text appeared, Minerva was

already established as the protector of painters. Her popularity

in this role often exceeded even that of St. Luke the Evangelist,

the legendary author of the first image of the Madonna and Child

and the traditional patron Saint of the painters’ guild, which was

called the Guild of St. Luke in every major artistic center in Hol-

land in the seventeenth century. Minerva was especially associ-

ated with the intellectual aspects of the art of painting. For

example, the imperial decree of 1595 issued by Emperor

Rudolph II in Prague outlined guild regulations governing

painters in the city and further elevated their craft to the level of

the other arts.32 As a consequence of this change in status the fig-

ure of Minerva was added to the coat-of-arms of the painters’

guild. Countless allegorical representations underscore Miner-

va’s role as supporter of the art of painting linked to learned

principles. A drawing dated 1598 by Rubens’s teacher Adam van

Noort (1562–1641) in the Museum Boijmans-Van Beuningen in

Rotterdam shows the armed goddess embracing the personifica-

tion of the Art of Painting and instructing her in geometry with

the help of a compass (fig. 13).33 As one of a series of four engrav-

ings from 1596, Hendrik Goltzius (1558–1616/17), depicted Min-

erva in full armor floating on a cloud (fig. 14). The lower corners

of this print are decorated as expected with weapons of war,

while the upper two corners contain musical instruments and

the tools of the painter, thereby forming a direct connection

between Minerva and the musical and artistic world.34

In this painting Rembrandt has almost entirely neglected

the belligerent aspect of Minerva’s nature. Her arms and armor,

shown in the background, are reduced to mere attributes: they
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are literally overshadowed and cast aside. This might explain

the misidentification of the subject as “Saskia as Deborah,”

when the painting appeared on the market in 1924 (see prove-

nance). Already in his first depiction of Minerva in Her Study in

Berlin, which Rembrandt painted around 1631, he represented

the classical goddess at a table with books and a lute (fig. 15).

Arms and armor, shield and helmet hang on the wall in the back-

ground. That painting is possibly identical to one of the same

theme that was recorded in the 1632 inventory of the Stadholder

Frederik Hendrik in The Hague, however there attributed to Jan

Lievens.35 Minerva’s virtues enabled her to serve as a role model

for women of the aristocracy, especially for queens in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth century. As a result there exist a signifi-

cant number of historical portraits in which the sitter is repre-

sented as Minerva.36 However, this certainly is not the case with

the Berlin Minerva (fig. 15), nor with the painting that is the sub-

ject of this essay. The facial features of the Berlin Minerva are

not individualized enough to assume that a portrait is intended,

and the face in the Minerva under discussion corresponds to the

general facial type that Rembrandt frequently employed at this

time, for example in the Bellona of 1633 in New York (fig. 2), the

Floras of 1634 and 1635 in St. Petersburg and London respec-

tively (figs. 3 and 4) and the Artemisia of 1634 in Madrid (fig. 5).

This visage is basically indebted to the simple beauty of Rem-

brandt’s bride Saskia, which is identified by the artist on his love-

ly drawing of her from 1633 (Berlin; Benesch 427). Scholars have

recognized Saskia’s face in Rembrandt’s etching of a woman in

historical guise, the so-called Great Jewish Bride (fig. 18). While

this may be so, one can identify Saskia as the model for the Min-

erva only with a leap of faith.37

Facial features aside, there are remarkable similarities

between the Minerva of 1635 and a painting of the same theme

by a Rembrandt pupil or follower in the Denver Art Museum (fig.

16).38 The many compositional features, including the placement

of Minerva at a round table with an open folio, a column in the

background with the Medusa shield nearby, as well as the god-

dess’s fur-lined robe draped over the back of the chair, are

details that testify to an interrelationship between the two paint-
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Fig. 13 Adam van Noort (1561–1641), Minerva and Art, drawing,
1598, 265 x 191 mm, Rotterdam, Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen

Fig. 14 Jan Pietersz. Saenredam (1565?–1607) after Hendrick Goltz-
ius, Athena leaning on her Shield, 1596, engraving, 317 x 247 mm,
(Bartsch 62, Hollstein 139)



ings. An additional picture from the circle of Rembrandt with the

same subject matter and a related composition is in the Maurit-

shuis in The Hague (fig. 17).39 It is notable that in all three paint-

ings (Berlin, Denver and The Hague), Minerva wears a red robe.

It appears that Rembrandt’s painting in Berlin served as the

iconographical prototype for the version in The Hague, while the

Denver painting is indebted to the Minerva of 1635. As has been

shown, the depiction of Minerva in rich attire, while downplay-

ing her attributes of arms and armor, seems to be specific to

Rembrandt and his circle in their early representations of the

goddess. It was only in the 1650s, in a painting from Rembrandt’s

circle now in Lisbon (Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation), that

Minerva would be depicted wearing her shield, spear, and hel-

met decorated with the owl (fig. 19). 

That Rembrandt depicted Minerva foremost as a peacetime

protector of learning is indicated by her rich clothing, which also

relates to the traditional personifications of Peace. The Amster-

dam poet Tobias van Domselaer (1611–1685) describes Peace in

a play re-enacting the liberation of Leiden, which was per-

formed in Amsterdam.40 Peace is personified as: “A serene

woman with a pleasing and friendly countenance, richly attired

and with costly adornments, and with her a book. . . . Her hair

should be encircled by a laurel wreath.”41 According to Van Dom-

selaer, Peace enjoys these particular attributes because:

Rich clothes are worn in times of peace; while in

wartime one is reduced to wearing wretched things;

Peace can buy costly jewelry and other frivolities

instead of the destructive arms required by War. Art

and scholarship [indicated by the book] are practised

by her, . . . Peace draws all sorts of scholars and artists

to her, because she is able to reward them generously, .

. . Wisdom can best be cultivated in times of peace.42

The laurel leaves around her head are further explained as

follows: “The brave commanders were crowned with laurel

leaves in ancient times, when they were hailed as victorious

conquerors over their enemies: . . . Peace is depicted here

crowned with the laurels of the victor instead of the soft olive

branches because the Dutch and their allies could only win this
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Fig. 15 Rembrandt, Minerva in her Study, c. 1631, panel, 60.5 x 49
cm, Berlin, Gemäldegalerie (Corpus A38)

Fig. 16 Follower of Rembrandt, Minerva in her Study, panel, 43.5 x
35 cm, Denver, Art Museum (Corpus C9)



peace through an eighty years’ war.”43 Van Domselaer’s Peace

therefore describes a peace re-established by means of arms. It

is possible that by gracing his Minerva with the same attributes

as van Domselaer’s Peace, Rembrandt implied similar inten-

tions. His is a peaceful Minerva who by her calm countenance,

her rich clothes and heavy tomes shows that peace provides the

stability and prosperity under which scholarship and the arts

will flourish. Her laurel wreath, however, shows her to be a vic-

torious and wise goddess of war, who takes up arms not out of

blind anger but only for a just and patriotic cause. 

It is interesting to note that Rembrandt’s Minerva of 1635

was finished in the same year that the States General under the

Stadholder Frederik Hendrik committed to joining France in the

invasion of the Southern Netherlands in order to oust the Span-

ish. This conflict could have led to the reopening of the river

Scheldt which would have given the city of Antwerp back her

commercial importance at Amsterdam’s expense. Not surpris-

ingly, the dangers of military conflict and its potential damaging

effects persuaded the Amsterdam regents, who then governed

the city, to object to the invasion. Rembrandt’s depiction of Min-

erva as the goddess of war, who is neglecting her arms and

armor in favor of peaceful scholarly pursuits, would undoubted-

ly have appealed to the Amsterdam regents in this period. 

The acceptance of the abovementioned drawn copy as a

work by Bol (fig. 12) implies that Rembrandt’s Minerva must

have remained in his workshop until at least 1636. Apparently it

was not sold immediately upon its completion. This might be an

indication that Rembrandt made the Minerva not as a commis-

sion but with a view to selling it on the open market. This was in

no way an unusual practice in Rembrandt’s studio. In his essay

on Rembrandt’s patrons and early owners, Josua Bruyn has con-

vincingly shown that some of Rembrandt’s sitters for commis-

sioned portraits also bought his history paintings.44 These history

pieces were usually made in the same year (or somewhat earli-

er) than the time when potential clients sat for him and were

probably on view at his house. According to Rembrandt’s hand-

written note of probably 1636 mentioned above, the London

Flora (fig. 4), completed in the previous year, was also in all like-

lihood lingering in the workshop. So too was Rembrandt’s Abra-

ham’s Sacrifice of 1635 (St Petersburg, Hermitage), of which a
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Fig. 17 Follower of Rembrandt, Minerva, 61.7 x 53.5 cm, Maurit-
shuis, The Hague

Fig. 18 Rembrandt, Historical Figure of a Woman (The Great Jewish
Bride), 1635, etching, (Bartsch 340)



version exists in Munich by an anonymous pupil (Bol or Flinck?)

that is dated 1636.45 That these rather large pictures were not

sold immediately could have been due to the fact that they were

extremely expensive. Some twenty years later Rembrandt asked

500 guilders for a painting of a three-quarter length historical

figure.46 This seems to have been his standard price, which could

be considered quite extravagant given that the yearly wages of a

master craftsman were about half that sum.

As we have seen, depictions of the goddess of wisdom were

not that rare in seventeenth-century Holland. Rather than pro-

ducing this painting for the open market, Rembrandt in all

probability had a certain clientele or specific patron in mind.

With its emphasis on scholarly pursuits and learning, the Min-

erva could have been destined for the eyes of Constantijn Huy-

gens, erudite secretary to the Stadhouder Frederik Hendrik,

with whom Rembrandt was undoubtedly acquainted at this

time.47 Alternatively, Rembrandt might have offered it to one of

the famous and wealthy professors at Leiden University. One

does not need to speculate so far afield, when one considers that

several of Amsterdam’s erudite regents had recently participat-

ed in founding the ‘Athenaeum Illustre’ or the illustrious

school.48 In 1632 the Athenaeum was inaugurated in the former

St. Agnes convent, where the choir and nave had been trans-

formed into auditoria. The ceiling of this chamber was newly

decorated with scrolling leaf and tulip motifs including depic-

tions of Minerva as the patroness of arts and scholarship. An

image of wisdom as exemplified by Rembrandt’s Minerva would

have been eminently suitable indeed for one of these scholars,

although one wonders how many of them could have afforded

such an extremely expensive painting. It seems more likely that

Rembrandt targeted one of Amsterdam’s Burgomasters as an

appropriate client for his Minerva. Among their number was the

wealthy Cornelis de Graeff (1599–1664). The poet Jan Vos

(1610–1667) praised De Graeff as being endowed “with a brain

provided by Minerva for the well-being of Holland.”49 It is note-

worthy that De Graeff owned two (anonymous) “large paintings

with gilded frames being Pallas and Venus.”50 Cornelis’s

younger brother, Burgomaster Andries de Graeff (1611–1678)

who was a patron of Rembrandt, also owned a picture of Miner-

va to which Jan Vos dedicated a poem entitled “Pallas in the

house of the Noble Andries de Graef, Burgomaster of Amster-

dam.” The reference in the poem to a woman named Christina

was undoubtedly in honor of Andries’ widowed sister

(1609–1679) who lived in his house. 

Minerva shows herself in the house of de Graeff,

Where wisdom watches, one finds a commendable 

steadfastness.

Still it is futile that she shows herself in this room

Here, one does not need a higher goddess on the wall:

Christina herself can serve here as Minerva.

The lively spirit eclipses the dead paint.51

The popularity of this goddess of wisdom within the circle

of Amsterdam regents who associated with Rembrandt is also

demonstrated by the master’s pen and wash drawing of Minerva

in her Study, which he added to the album amicorum (friendship

album) of Jan Six (1618–1700) in 1652 (fig. 20).52 Rembrandt

knew the enormously wealthy merchant, poet and Burgomaster

Jan Six in the 1640s and 1650s as a friend and business partner.

He completed a portrait etching of him in 1647 and a masterfully

painted portrait in 1654. Six led the life of a classically cultivated

connoisseur. Rembrandt’s drawing shows Minerva seated

behind a desk in a study with her back to the window; the room

is decorated with draped curtains and a bust. Like the painting

of 1635, her shield with the Medusa’s head, lance and helmet are

hanging on the wall next to her desk, although in this case she is
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Fig. 19 Circle of Rembrandt, Minerva, c. 1655, canvas, 117.8 x 90.7
cm, Lisbon, Museu Fundação C. Gulbenkian (Bredius 479)



represented writing instead of reading. Clearly for Jan Six Rem-

brandt revived his peaceful image of Minerva. 

The subject of Minerva in her study was obviously popular

in scholarly circles. A drawing by the Leiden artist Pieter

Couwenhorn (c. 1599–1654), dated 1635, shows Minerva in a

study, this time accompanied by Mercury (fig. 21). The drawing

can be found in the album amicorum of the scholar, humanist,

historian and poet Petrus Scriverius (1576–1660).53 Scriverius

and Rembrandt in all likelihood knew each other in Leiden.54

When in 1663 the paintings in the estate of Scriverius were auc-

tioned in Amsterdam, “Two fine, large pieces by Rembrandt”

were included.55 Other potential buyers of Rembrandt’s painting

of 1635 could have been dedicated art lovers, such as the

wealthy merchant and collector Harmen Becker, who in the

1660s commissioned Rembrandt to paint a Juno (the wife of

Jupiter and goddess of affluence).56 In his inventory of 1678 “a

Pallas by Rembrandt van Rijn” is listed beside two Junos.57 Nev-

ertheless, we can only speculate whether Rembrandt’s Minerva

was identical with the painting once owned by Becker. 

Emil Kieser wrote in 1941, “Rembrandt and Antiquity, for

some that sounds odd, incompatible, almost the antithesis.”58

Rembrandt was long associated with biblical subject matter

rather than with the heroes and deities of pagan antiquity. But

Kieser’s statement regarding his relationship with the classical

world no longer rings true. Rembrandt’s Minerva decisively

places him among those who turned to the humanist ideal. His

celebration of the peaceful Minerva follows an existing icono-

graphical tradition, but when placed in the context of Amster-

dam culture and politics of the 1630s, proves to be a powerful

expression of an engaged mind. 
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Fig. 20 Rembrandt, Minerva in her Study, 1652, drawing 190 x 140
mm, in: Album Amicorum of Jan Six (“Pandora”), Amsterdam, Col-
lection Six 

Fig. 21 Pieter van Couwenhourn, Minerva and Mercury in her
Study, drawing, 1635, in: Album Amicorum of Petrus Scriverius
(1576–1660), The Hague, Koninklijke Bibliotheek (Royal Library)
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PROVENANCE
James, 12th Lord Somerville (1697/98–1765), Drum House, Scotland;
by descent to his grandson John Southey (Somerville), 14th Lord
Somerville (1765–1819); sale, London (European Museum[?]),
March 1818, lot 166 (seller John Southey, 14th Lord Somerville)
[unsold]; sale, London (European Museum[?]), June 1818, lot 166
(seller John Southey, 14th Lord Somerville) [unsold]; sale, London
(European Museum[?]), March 1819, lot 166 (seller John Southey,
14th Lord Somerville) [unsold]; by descent to the Honorable Mrs.
Louisa Harriet Somerville Henry (1835–1923), of The Pavilion, Mel-
rose, Roxburghshire, and of Malborough Buildings, Bath; sale, Lord
Wandsworth et al. (property of the late Mrs. Louisa Harriet
Somerville Henry), London (Christie’s), 21 November 1924, lot 123
(Portrait of “Saskia as Deborah” for 6200 gns. to Lewis & Simmons;
according to a second copy of the sales catalogue at the RKD in The
Hague, sold to Smith for 6510 gns.); with Lord Joseph Duveen, New
York; collection of Jules S. Bache, New York, 1929 (according to the
photo mount in the Frick Art Reference Library, New York); collection
of Marczell von Nemes (1866–1930), Munich; sale, Marczell von
Nemes, Munich (Mensing & Fils, F. Muller, P. Cassirer, H. Helbing),
16–19 June 1931 (16 June), lot 59, reproduced (Portrait of “Saskia as
Athene” for 80,000 Marks; with expertises by M.J. Friedländer, W.
Martin, F. Schmidt-Degener, C. Hofstede de Groot and W.R. Valentin-
er. According to the article, “Die Nemes –Auktion in München”, in
the Neue Freie Presse, 17 June 1931, the painting was bought by
Mensing for a Dutch client. However, a copy of the auction catalogue
kept at the RKD in The Hague includes a handwritten reference to an
anonymous buyer from America); collection of Dr. Axel L. Wenner-
Gren (1881–1961), Stockholm, before 1940; sale, Dr. Axel L. Wenner-
Gren et al., London (Sotheby’s), 24 March 1965, lot 21 with ill. (“Sask-
ia as Minerva,” for £ 125,000 to Julius Weitzner, London, and Halls-
borough Galleries, London; probably sold to Antenor Patiño); sale
Paris (Palais Galliéra), 6 June 1975, lot 27 with col. ill. (purchased by
Baron Marcel Bich); collection Baron Marcel Bich, Neuilly-sur-Seine;
purchased from Baron Bich by a Japanese corporation, 1988; on loan
from 1988 to 2001 to the Bridgestone Museum of Art, Ishibashi Foun-
dation, Tokyo; purchased from the Japanese owner, 2001.
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Minerva in her Study
Signed and dated, center left: Rembrandt. f. / 1635. Oil on canvas, 137 x 116 cm.


